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WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY: THE KEY ISSUES

The Hon Justice 1\1: D Kirby CMG

Chairman of the Australian Law Reform Commission *

MATTERS BEYOND DISPUTE
....".

I now come to my second 'performance'. I am listed to speak on the subject

'practicable activities for direct aoo early impact ~m occup~tional safety and health

policies'. This somewhat ~umbersome topic was so inelegant that I decida:tnot to adopt it.

I~eed, with the arro,~~nce that i~ is only possible if you are, a ju~e, I have d~ided to

(oems my attention somewhat more narrowly. I am a lawyer. I have already aru:t0unced my

reservations about the role of the law in promoti~ occ~at-ional safety and health. I.

repeat my caution ag~inst over-estimating the impact at th~ workface of organi~~tionai·

legislative".and bureaucratic rearrangements. We should oot deceive ourselves that there is

a panacea to be found in leg~lation that Will, if only we can get the words right, provide

ins,tant relief to the pain aoo suffering of occupational injury and disease.

Yet once I stray outside the narrow cmfine~ of th,elaw, I am no expert. There

are many in this room who would have far greater qualifications (or access to people with

such quaJiticB;tions) to speak of work face initiatives ..to improve ?ccupational safety am
health. Lawyers are good for limited. things. Some unk..iM spirits even doubt that assertion.

But it is a good lawyer who realises, the fI'OQ.tiers of his craft•. It ~ not .for me to speak

about the very practical changes that can be introduced in the workplace to- .reduce t.'le

risks of acci~ent or.. dfuease or to'~minimiS~ their i.f!lI;H!~'t. You would do .better in th~':'
regard to read carefully the bulletin of the Int11strial Foundation for Acci_dent Prevention

or other expert journals with pf,a.ctical advice on in-house safety. For example, recent

articles in this bulletin, which.lhave seen, deal with such highly practical topics as:
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the design of VDUs to reduce wo'rk-related disabilities!;

the improvement of investigation of injuries in order to isolate causes and prevent

recurrences2;

better induction of new employees so that health am safety procedures are

uooerstood by them from the very outset3;

provision of safety consultation on such matters as noise control, personal

protective equipment and so on.4

It is clear from the litera ture am fro m a reflection on the increasing moves of

_our commtmity into the new technology of informatics that fresh attention must be paid

to the implications of new technology for work health am safety. Just. as Premier Burke

warned us against neglee:t.i.~ problems of occupational health, he also offered a warning

against stereotypiIlg occupational problems in terms of heavy industry am dangerous

machinery in large factories. True it is, these problems remain with us. But as an

increasing proportion of our worl< force moves into the inforI'flationarXI service sector, it

is impor tant that our policies and laws should deal with the community we have am the

occupational health am safety problems of today.5 In this new world, as Mr Burke has

pointed ou'ty stress and alienation may be just as real a problem for the employee as the

visible frank physical injuries' of the past. It may b~ more difficult to perceive am

diagnose psychological dislocation or t.~mosynovitis. But from' t;e point of view of the

victim am of the employer am theecon~my, the problem is just as real aOO serious.

A CHECKliST

In these closing remarks, I have decided not to venture a detailed proposal for

top priorities of the workface variety. I will leave that to the experts. Nor do I propose to

go over what I take to be the common ground in the current wave of legislative reform on

this topic, passing through Australia. Clearly thi:; includes:

'enactment of new comprehensive legislation to state the gool<:;"an:::l to establish new

machinery;

setting up of tripartite commissions or councils to provide a new focus for future

legislation, administrative policies, research and education;

establishment of specialist advisory commit~ees on topics requiring highly specific

attention;

improvement of the administration of heaith, safety aOO welfare legislationj

enhancement of the numbers and powers of inspectors charged with the monitoring,

superv"fsion am enfor~ementof the law;

imposition of certain new dlties on employers- and emp1o.yees alike in the defence

of health arn safety;

"~. 
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provision of defences against legal proceedings where it can be shown that the

employer was not reasonably at fault;

establishment of systems ;of safety representation including, in appropriate cases,

t.'1ecreation of work com mittees;

the devotion of more fuoos to education, training aOO research;

new attention to compensation laws so that these are more closely aligned with the

policies of rehabilitation. All too often, the interposition of insurance has reduced

the pressure \.p0n employers to improve their work situation. It has also 100 to the

unhealthy cI'Oss-5ubsidisation by safe employers of those who are indifferent to

occupat~onalhealth aOO safety.6

Instead of going over this tel"t"itory, which seems now to be generally agreed by most

observers, I propose to eooeavour to identify the areas of disagreement in the Australian

debate. It is this t~atshould have our primary attention.

",.::"

MATIERS IN CONTROVERSY

General legislation. The first contentious question .about the design of new

legislation on occupational safety aoo health is L;e extent to which it should repla~e and

substitute for the ple.thora of old statutory aOO common law principles that have.grown up

since' the'Indlstrial"Revolution. Indicative of ·the problem is the, fact t~at, despite the

variety, copious lenl;{th arxl. detail of much existing State 'legislation, vetY: larg~'

proportions of working 'population still fall outside its protection, in practice. For

example,)t'has been estimated that 1.5 million employees in New South Wales had no real

legal coverage in respect of .occupational heaJth aoo safety legislation prior to the 1983

Act. It was pointed out that the figure represented approximately two-thirds o~ the New

South Wales 'Mlrk force.7 It is a figure that bears-out Lord Robens' comment that the

law simply fail«! to keep up with the technology of employment.

The Williams Report on. Occupational Safe~y arrl Health in New South Wales,

which preceded the 1983 legislation, called attention to at least 26 major statutes

,~elevant. to occupational safety anf health., Just! to name the legislation gives an

indication of the specifi~i,ty, of the approach that has been taken to date'. It -itl~ludes the

Aerial Spraying Contro'i Act; the L"iqUified Petroleum"~Gas Act; the Pesti~ides Act; th~·

Radioactive S'ubstances Actj am the Workers' Compensation (Brooellosis) Act. or course,

in addition to the statutes of)imited application, there were others of more general

operation, includi~ ootably the Workers' Compensation Act.
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Urxler the 1983 NSW legislation,' one of the objects is eventually to replace the

26 individual statutes (or parts of them) so that, in due-course of time, a single law will

contain, in', effect, a co::Uficationof all occupational health aoo safety legislation

operating in the State. This aim is to be achieve::l by the vehicle of regulations which will,

in tum, incorporate the detail of relevant existing legislative provisions. 8 One question

that must be faced by reforming legislators at this time is the extent to whicl1. the

objectives.cited by Robens am Williams can best be achieved by leaving on the statute

books (as a companion to the new general legislation) the statutory obligations of the past.

Of course, no-one would suggest the sudjen repeal of. important 8,m carefully focused

statutes, at least until appropriate substitute legislation was in place. But it is probably

fair to say that enacting a general law (even one which takes precedence over the special

laws of the past) and leavipg those special laws 00 the books, is a formula for confusion, a

lawyer's delight in working out the interaction between the statutes, an obfuscation of the

statutory intent aoo a deviation from the -professed objection to· get:"" the legal act

together. By obscuring the legislative message, the educative impact of simple laws may

be lessened. The respective places of a general statute aoo the preserved pre-existing

laws must be worked out with great care. But they must be worked out quickly lest

pressure of work, apathy, present entrench eel careers or other reasons intervene to

frustrate the achievement of true law reform, whilst the enthusiasm for it exists.

Safety committee. Another'controversy has surrouooed L'1e right to set up

occupational health am safety committees. It:will be recalled that this idea, generated in

Scaooinavia, was a central feature of the United Kingdom legislation. Its effectiveness as

contributing to the reduction of work-related disease or injury, cannot yet be fUlly

assessed. However,early repats from the United Kingdom provide some encouragement,

just as one would expect. There is a good review on 'Do joint health aoo safety

eommittees work?' in a repor~ of a study from the University of Glasgow published in the

IFAP bUlletin.9 Again, the impact of institutional approaches should not be

over:-estimated, nor should there be excessive optimism. Setting tp a committee of itself

does~':~othing. As pointed out in the article, much depeoos upon how the committee is

organised, how frequently it meets, how management services it, how suggestions are

carried into practical effect arxl so on. But it can at least be said that the idea appears to

be having some impact.
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Against this background, the issues arises as to whether there should be an

absolute right in- employees to have such a committee establisl:te::L 1'his was the view

expressed by Mr J D Garland, a former General-Secretary of the Amalgamated :\'letal

Workers' am Shipwrights' Union aoo now a member of the Ul?per -House of ~ew South

Wales· in discussion- on the 1983 NSW Bill.IO That Bill confines the right to have an

occupational health am safety committee established at a workplace to circumstances

where either:

(a) there are 20 or more persons employed ..• ani a majority ••• requests the

estab.liShment of such a committee; or

(b) the [Occupational Health, Safety aoo Rehabilitation Council of ~ew South

Wales] directs the establishment of such a committee at the place of work. 11

A number of commentators, particularly from the' union movement, expressed

reservations about these qualifi<;a.tions to the ..~.ight to a committee. They suggest that

health arrl safety in small establishments is just as important as in Iarge to the people

inVOlved, yet employees in such places may be VUlnerable to pressure not to push the

occupational health and safety angle.

Non English~speaking workers. Much altentionhas been given in the Australian

debate to the speci'al'predicament 'of non EngliSh-speak:ing employees, particularly in

heavy industry. Disappointment has been expressedabout:·,the failure specifi~ally to· :

address special needs foc instruction aoo education in health matters, a topic lately

touched upon by Sir James Gobbo of the Supreme Court of Victoria.. 12 On the other

hand, Mr P D Hills, the :NSW Minister for Indus1rial Relations and Technology,

ooknowledging the special VUlnerability of employees not fluent in Englam, has said that

they could be represented on the Council, on com mittees and on a special com mittee to

be established as one of three stan1ing statutory committees of the'Council:

The first com mittee .will enable the Council to investiga te ~oo make

recommendations on the problems of. the' migrant workforce. The second,
committee will concern it-se-If with "the rehabilitation of injured workers and

harrlicapped. !:?:erso,ns~ Th~~Jhird committee, as I preViously mentioned, will be.

the· committee en mining safety. As well, th'e'';Council may establish such other

com'mittees as it believes appropriate. 13
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Right to stop work. In certain circumstances the common law al:oeady protects

a worker faced by dangerous or unhealthy work conditions to stop work.lo! On the other

hand, in times of economic, downturn, it is often difficult to enforce that right without

fear of retaliation. An, experience:::l. industrial lawyer in New South Wales went so far as to

say that he would I swap the whole of the provisions of the proposed legislation Iin the 1983

NSW Bill] for the right of workers to stop worle to enforce safety provisions'.l5 Such a

provision exists umer certain Canadian legislation, guaranteeing workers the right to

refuse without penalty work which is unsafe or unescapably dangerous to health. Of

cour.se, there are exceptions for 'normal mngers', for cases.:..where the risk is not directly

to the worker in question or where the risk is very remote. There are also e:'{ceptions

where the very nature of the work is mngerous (such as police, firefighters, correctional

workers etc). But the rig~t to refuse am to compel mamgement to rectify unsafe or

Unh~thy con:1itions is now a well developed right in North America. It is based on the

principle that prevention is much more valuable than cure. In New South Wales, there was

considerable discussion within the labour movement about the statutory enactment of a

right to stop work for safety reasons, without retaliation. In the result, the provision was

not included in the Bill. Its omission caused anxiety on the part of a number of Labor

Members of the NSW Parliament.. Clearly, this is an issue that will not go away.

Safety onus. The recent NS~ legislation imposes absolute and wide-ranging

obligations on various persons. The main obligations imposed on ,employers are expressed

in general terms. They have the effect of ensuring a guarantee of the health, safety and

welfare· work of all employees. The obligation extends also to the provision aOO

maintenance of a working environment consonant with one of the expressed objects of the

Act, namely 'to promote an oceupationai environment for persons at work which is

adapted to their physiological am psychological needs'. 17

A comparison between the legislation of the United Kingdom am that of the

Austr,~lianStates modelled on it, 00. the one hand, am the NSW Act, discloses that there

is a choice to be made. The United Kingdom mooel imposes obligations in similar terms to

those set out in the NSW Act except for what has been described as 'one distinct

difference,:18

That other legislation expresses each obligation in terms that include the

qualification 'so far as is reasOnably practicable'. This allows for a consideration

of factors pertaining to the mamer aOO method of operation of a person's

business or urne~taking. It might be argued that [the NSW] Act achieves the

same purpose because it allows for a coosideration as to whether something was

'reasonably practieable' by way of the defence corrtained in s.53. The short

'~.
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'reasonably practicable' by way of the defence comained in s.53. The short 

.~. 
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answer to ths is that whereas the safety legislation which exists in the United

Kingdom am the other Stutes of Australia presume_s, like most criminal

legislation, that a person is innocent until proven guilty, the manner in which

[the NSW] Act is framed will have the effect of assuming that a person is guilty

unless he proves that he s innocent. Ths is because the obligations contained in

s.15-l8 are framed in such wide terms am. are so absolute in their expression,

that it will be virtually impossible for any person subject to their terms to be

able to escape a: breach of these obligations in the case of an injury or some risk

to health or safety'.l9

. This approach attracteclopposition criticism to the NSW legislation when it \l:as

in Parliament.20 It wesasserted that only wIth the good will of employers would the

n~w legislation work. Certainly, the shifting of the onus is a significant legislative

development. Gen~r'ally it may be considered undesirable in criminal matters. But as a

means to addressing a long-neglected area ofJ~gitimate social concern, time will tell

whether it proves such an effective weapon as to change unsafe or unhealthy occupational

praC'tices.

Licensing danger. Generally speaking we have given insufficient attention to

sanctions arrlremedies in law reform. What re"rnedies work in given circumstances and

why? The provision of private criminal proseC!Utions was the 'subject of much debate in the

NSW Parliamerit.21 Should it~'be limited to _requiring the_- c'onsent of the Minister or,

would this impose th'e dull hand of bureaucracy on" -worker self-protection? Should

on-the-spot fines be permitted or could they become an instrument of bureaucratic

oppression?22 I have seen a suggestion in the _Western Australian discussion paper of the

introduction of licensing of work pl.aces. In its recent investigation of aspects of the

insuranceinc1ustry, the- Australian Law Reform COmmission discussed the differential

utility of licensing, registration anl other forms' of contro1.23 Generally speaking,

licensing is extremely manpower-intensive and_orten-cost ineffective. It typically requires

a large bureaucracy to service arrl police the licence arrangement aIll sometimes

descends to little rnore--than the issue of paper certi fica tes. Licensing may be appropriate

in specially dangerous vocations such as, the lo~g.-neglectedarea of chemical or

che mical-related occupations; A legitimate debate exists about the circumstances in.
. ~I.·.·

which licensing systems 'are effective' elsewhere arrl.'sh6Uld be introduced. We should be

aware of t..'1at debate.

Regulations. I have elso mentioned the debate about the scope of the new wave

of legislation. In the New South Wales debate there was significant criticism about the

extent to which imp,ortant matters were being left to regulation.24 In defence, the

govemment pointed out that it was virtually impossible to incorporate specific provisions

of high detail in the general statute:
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The Bill will provide the fra.·~ework for a concertednnd serious reform in the

area of occupational health and safety. It will not be the- cure-all. Some of the

cri~ics of the Bill have complained that it does not prescribe for every

conceivable situation. I regard that as a virtue of the Bill. It will provide the

mechanism by _which a concerted effort --could be made• .It would be impossible

to incorporate into an Act of Parliament all of the prescriptions thnt hopefully

will be made by regulation. If that were attempted it ,~ould mean that it would

be many years,- perhaps d~ades, before a comprehensive Bill would be

introduced.. The Bill will. enable the making of reg~tions in respect of the work

environment, every hazardous occupation and every dangerous substance or

chemical It will apply to all employees in New South Wales, not just the

one-third of ~mp~oyees who are presently covered by legislation of this kind. 25

Statistics and Research. In hard times, the first victim of economies is oiten

the researcher am the statistician. Their work may be seen as a luxury that cannot be

afforded as money goes on other things..,... such as, here, more inspectors, more-industrial

magistrates, more government safety officers etc. Of course, the other experKIitures are

worthy. But it is impcrtant for us to look to the long-term am to realise the importance

of proper design of social policy. This can only be done. effectively with the aid of better

umerstanding of t.;e dimension and nature of the problem of occ~ational health and

safety.26 Everyone concedes that the ~resent state of our health am safety statistics in

Australia i<; lamentable. Higher priority should be given to this subject, not least to

monitoring the operatiOlfof new legislation. It should not be naively assumed that the new

legislation will be-effective, simply because it is enacted by Parliament.

The Federal role. Finally, I address the Federal role. I referred to this in a

paper I delivered in November 1982 at the First National Conference on Industrial Safety

held in Sydney.27 In my paper I called attentioo to the national approach· take.n by

interactive Fa:leral and State legislation in the United States. I drew attention. to the

impedance -of the initiatives of Federal fUnding in the United States, I discussed the

constitutional problems that stood in the way of the enactment of a ·single FeCleral Act in

Australia dealing with occupational health am safety in this country.

Since that address, there have been a number of relevant developments:

.~-
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First, the statement of accord by the Australian Labor Partyaoo the Australian

Council of Trade Unions regarding economic policy was signed in February 1983. It

deals in detail with occupational health 8.00 safety. It lists a number of specific

initiatives, some of which have already been followed, as a means of involving

employers aoo unions in the establishment of health aoo safety standards at the

na tionalleveL28

Secondly, in- March 1983, the change of government brought to the Federal

Treasury benches the Hawke Labor Government. So far, that government has

pursued.- the approach of establishing committees am other authorities, Federal in

character but with direct State involvement, to introduce Ule pressure for reform

at a national leveL Clearly, some of these initiatives provide an organisational

framework within which more attention might be given to a rational approach.

Finally, it is apt to mention the decis~.a:t of the High Court of Australia in the

Tasmanian Dams case. That decision was harned down by the Court on 1 July

1983.29 It is important in a number of respects for occupational health and

safety. First, it makes clearer the power of the Federal Parliament to enact laws

with respect to trading corperatiens. By such power, the Commonwealth

Parliament could certainly already enact occupational health aoo safety legislation

encompassing protection for' the overwhelming majority of Australian workers.

Secondly, the ~0Ul"t, by. a majority, clarifie:l the lexternal affairs power" i,~IUding

the authority' of the Federal Parliament to. enact laws 'based on international

instruments such as the Occupational Safety aoo Health Convention 1981 of the

Intematiooal Labour .Organisatioo.·(No .155). I do not say that Federal legislation is

necessary or would' be more effica.cious than State legislation. But the Australian

commtulity am its economy has a legitimate- interest in the safety am health of

workers everyWhere throughout the continent, in all States. I have no doubt that

the scope of the" Common wealthls legitimate constitutional power will be, aOO

should be, examined before too long, if ths is not already' happening.

CONCLUSIONS

Once again, I have strayed beyond my -Umi:" I have cautioned you againSt:

excessive faith in laws. I have suggested that higher on t;e pri.ority lists may be work fece

initiatives. Yet laws may enc~urage, facilitate arx:l promote these initiatives. I have
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catalugued what I see to be the matters outside debllte,as the wave of legislative reform

reaches the various jurisdictions of Allstralia.- Finally, I -have proposed- a checklist of

controversies that should he,ve th.e attention of those'.designing the new legislation. That

task is a worthy one. Ultimately, we all meet here to address very human concerns: the

prevention of death, the reduction of pain, the relief from disease, the avoidance of injury

am the restoration of and compensatioo aoo redress to those who unavoidably suffer.

FOOTNOTES

• The views expressed are personal views. The Australian Law Reform

Commission does not have a curre~~_.",- reference on occupational health am
safety.

1. P Taylor, Ergonomics, The Role of Ergonomics am .VDUs, in IFAP Bulletin,

February-April 1983, 6, 7.

2. 'Safety at Kwinam', in IFAP BUlletin, August-october 1983,4.

3. ibid, 5.

4. Industrial FouIXlatico for Accident Prevention (IFAP), Descriptive broclnJre, 6.

5. B T Burke, Address at Opening of Industrial Safety Week, in IFAp· Bulletin,

F~bruary-AprilI983,15, 16.

6. This point is made by Mr R B Rowlaoo Smit~: in the NSW Parliamentary Debates

(Leg Council), 29 March 1983,5178,5181.

7. Mr Neilly M?,:in NS·W Psrl,iamentary Debates (Leg Assembly), 16 March 1983,

4672,4674. ...."

8. F Marks am J Churchill, 'Understarrling the Occupational Health aoo Safety

Act, 1983 (NSW)', CCH, 1983, xi.

9. IF AP Bulletin, A~ust-october1983, 12.
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